WS = 1.6 + 0.95 GSL WS is the mean wind velocity (mJsec) observed at the meteorological station in summer. GSL is the grade of wind-shaped trees, The observations were made at fourteen points in the Dumbara Hills and, outside in the vicinity. In then sample were silver oak tGrevillea robusta) and gum (Eucalyptus sp.) trees. There are three locations identified with strong winds; Lakegala, Asgirikanda and Ovilikanda, Asgirikanda and Ovilikanda are a few km north of the range and Lakegala is on the east. In the first two locations are NW winds and in the third are SW winds. The second area includes Bambarella on the western slope (middle) of the range with SW winds, Looloowatta, on the eastern on the eastern slope of the range with NNE winds and Hunnasgiriya, in the southern end of the range, with winds from SW direction. The third area is Kirimetiyakanda near the northern end of the range, where the prevailing winds are from SSW and Katuattamada, on the western slope range where there are winds from SW direction. Wind-shaped trees are rarely found in the eastern lowlands (Wilgamuwa) northeast of the range. Hence it was not possible to continue streamlines up to the eastern low lands. 
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